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OF
YJET cob:CRETE ON COmffl FORMS.
I. IHTRODUCTIOI.
1. Statement of Pro'blem; The great development in the use of
concrete, "both plain and reinforced, for iDuildings
,
"bridges , add
similar structures has caused a great deal of la"bor and expense
in the construction of suitable forms. In some cases these forms
may "be used several times but generally they are used only once.
In any case, the cost of form work has 13600136 a large item in the
expense of concrete construction, and is often as much as fjfty
per cent of the cost of the materials used. Any possible re-
duction in the amount of lumber used will effect a considerable
saving in the total cost of extensive work.
It is the purpose ofthis thesis to make an investigation
to determine the behavior of wet concrete in column forms. In
this work the maximum lateral pressure exerted is of primary im-
portance in order that the forms may be economically designed.
2* Available Data . - At present there is little information con-
cerning the actual lateral pressure which v/et concrete exerts upon
forms. Several experiments have been made with widely varying
results. A very extensive set of tests was made in 1908 by Major
F. R. Shunk, an army engineer, during the construction of the
Mississippi River Lock No. 1, near r^inneapolis. Kis experiments,
lasting throughout the season, were made on monolithic blocks of
concrete 25.75 feet high, each of which was poured in a single
day. The concrete mixture was 1:5:5 l/2, and was very wet. The
forms were water tight. Lateral pressures were measured with
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a rather crude apparatus consisting of a circular disk or piston
connected to a scale "beain. The results indicated that a hydrostati}
pressure corresponding to a liquid weighing 152 pounds per cubic
foot was obtained at first, "but as the head increased, the concrete
"began to act more as a solid and the pressure remained almost
constant. The point at v/hich the concrete acted as a solid varied
T/ith the temperature, pressure, and condition of agitation of the
material. It was also found that the concrete acted as a solid
sooner when the rate of pouring was rapid, due to the earlier pro-
tection from the agitation of the surface.
Another very interesting test was conducted in 1913 by I'r.
E.B.Germain, engineer for the Aberthaw Construct ior. Company of
Boston. Tests were made on columns twenty inches square and tv/enty
feet high. A 1:1 1/2:3 mixture was used and the results agreed very
well v/ith those of Major Shunk, A hydrostatic pressure due to a
liquid v/eighing from 140 to 150 pounds per cubic foot was found.
In contradiction to these results, several other experiments
indicate that a lateral pressure of from Go to 80 pounds per square
foot per foot of head was produced. Undoubtedly the reason for such
variation lies in the fact that different consistencies and varied
rates of pouring were used.
In designing forms it is common practice to consider the max-
imum pressure as that of a liquid of the same. weight as concrete,
although frequently sizes are used v/hich have previously proven
strong enough. The latter method is certainly erroneous on the
side of safety, but is uneconomical.
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A definite knowledP-e of the pressures which are encounter-
ed in concrete pouring would be of value to engineers and con-
tractors in designing forms, both in respect to strength and to
rigidity. The increasing use of steel forms presents a problem
where very efficient designing can be done if the maximum pres-
sures are known.
3. Plan of Investigate on.- Plans were made to pour several
columns twelve feet in height, varying from one to two feet
square, and to record the lateral pressures exerted by means of
mud gauges inserted in the column forms at various heights. By
mixing the concrete in one large batch and raising it to the top
of the form in a bucket, suspended from a traveling crane, con-
tinuous pouring was to be secured. The height of the concrete
at any instant was to be read thru narrow wire glass windows in
one side of the column. From these data the maximum pressure cor-
responding to any head of concrete was to be determined, and a
study made of the general behavior of the material.
II. DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS.
1. Column Forms.- The column forms were made of plank with
ship-lap joints, the sections being interchangeable for the dif-
ferent sizes of forms. Square forms for twelve, sixteen, twenty,
and twenty-four inch columns were made, the larger sizes being
secured by adding four inch sections to the twelve inch size.
Plate i: shows the twelve inch size as used. The arrangement of
sections for the different columns is shown in Plate II . The
wooden clamps and rods were designed and spaced by assuming a
pressure of an equivalent fluid weighing 150 pounds per cubic foot
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Five cast iron rings to hold the pressure gauges
were placed as
shown. Strips of wire glass set in slots in one section
extended
the height of the colunm, and with a graduated
tape, provided a
means of reading the head of concrete. The joints of the forms
and of the gauge rings were set in Keystone grease
and gave no
trouble from leakage.
2. Gauges, The pressure gauges, which were made
especially for
this work, are of a type which was used successfully
in measuring
soil pressure during the construction of the Pennsylvania
Tunnel
in New York City. They consist essentially of a
flexible German
silver diaphragm which acts upon a reservoir containing
mercury.
A glass tube extends from this chamber around the
face of the
gaage, and in the end of this tube a small amount of
nitrogen gas
under normal temperature and pressure is placed to
act as a cushion
for the mercury. A graduated scale follows the
mercury tube and
by the position of the mercury column in reference
to this scale
the intensity of the pressure is indicated. As the
graduation is
arbitrary, these gauges require calibration. The
details of con-
struction are shown in PlateiUand Figs. / and Z show front
and
side views, respectively of a gauge. When used in
the tests, the
gauge diaphragms were protected by a thick layer of
Keystone grease.
3. Tower.. A wooden tower to support the column
form and a fun-
nel shaped iron hopper above it were designed as shown
in Plate IV.
[
In addition to the weight of the hopper full of
concrete, the
tower wa^ calculated to carry the weight of several
observers dur-
ing the test. The iron hopper was made to direct
the stream of
concrete from the bottom-dump bucket to the center of
the column
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form. It was thought advisable to keep the concrete, in dropping
thru a maximum distance of thirteen feet, from striking against
the sides of the forms and thus possibly causing damage to the
gauges, and the hopper was designed toward this end. It was eas-
ily removable, so that the column form could be lifted at the com-
pletion of each test in order to remove the concrete before it set.
Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of the tower, column and bucket. The
bracing on the front of the tower was made removable so that the
column forms could easily be dismantled and erected.
4. Bucket.- The bucket was a sheet-steel coal bucket of the
bottom-drop type, having a capacity of about eighteen cubic feet.
On the top of it rested a wooden extension which increased the
capacity to forty-eight cubic feet, the capacity of the twenty-
four inch column. The bucket was suspended from a five- ton hand-
power traveling crane which is installed in the concrete Testing
Laboratory of the Engineering Experiment Station. The wooden
addition to the bucket was well braced by horizontal rods and
anchored thereto by vertical rods which supported the entire load.
III. PROCEDURE.
•
! Ca librati on of Gauges. - The first experimental work was that
of testing and calibrating the pressure gauges. A special, hol-
low, cylindrical casting was made by the Burr Company of Champaign
111,, and was so arranged that all the gauges, together with a
Bourdon Pressure Gauge, could be subjected simultaneously to the
same water pressure. Calibration work was done in the Laboratory
of Applied Mechanics, and water pressures varying from zero to
twenty-three pounds per square inch were obtained by use of the
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Table No. 1.
Calibrations of a Bourdon Pressure Gauge.
To. of Sauge
—
Area of .-ir!ton 0,2 SO. in.
asare of Ditston--
I^ef. Uo. ;au
5.4 5.0 r.o 5.0
... .0
i.-'!6
G.l
8.6 1 .
7
"
rr
11. G 11.1 jL ^ « ^ l...\- 1.- . -
l- 13.6 JL • - 1' . • i",o
6 £0. 16 IG.l 18.0
, . 5
T
... . . li*.0 18.6 £0.G 0.0
8
9
T r
•
£1.5
«^ £ • 6
CI .,
..2o
IC R.C 7.5 a.l lo .L 1 „
11 10.5 IC.O 19.
U
16. G 15.5 i: l.i. 1. .J
IZ 1£.9 12.5 16.
G
lo • 1 13.0 1£.5 lL.5
1 15.0 14.0 13.
G
10 • G . 10.0 10.
5
10.0
i: 1 . . 17.: 11. 11.0 8 • L 7.5 7.5
15 £0.4 £0.0 9.£ 8.6 5.6 5.C ft 5.0
IG ££ . 9 G.7 6.1
17 £0.4 £0.0 5.4
18 18. C i-:^.5
19 15.4 15.0
£0 12.9 1£.5
£1 10.5 10.0
o n 8.0 7.5
£3 5.0

Table No. 2.
Califcrat-i 0- .^f "nd. 'Gauges.
Temi:erature of Ivoorn-- ---72.0 F. Jan 26, 1914.
Ref.
TiO .
457
s q . in.
709
ft.
130 128 129 60 127 56
1 0.0 44.8 31.
C
63.5 64.0 63.0 63.0
2 18.4 43.2 102.0 120.0 114.5 85.0 110.5 119.0
3 18.0 42.0 100.0 118.0 112.5 82 . 109.0 118.0
4 16.9 39. G 96.5 115.5 110. C 76.0 106.5 115.5
5 15.8 37.5 93.5 114.0 107.5 74.0 104.5 112.5
6 14. ^5.5 00. 110.5 105. C 70.5 102.0 110.0
7 13.9 33.5 87.0 108.0 103.
C
67.0 100.0 108.0
8 13. C 31.2 83.5 106.0 100.0 63.0 98.0 105.5
9 11.* ..8.G 79.5 102.5 97.0 58.0 95.0 102. C
1. 10.9 u . 7r>,5 ICO.C 9 5 . L 55.0 92.5
11 10.0 24.6 71.5 96.0 92.0 50.0 96.0
12 9.1 22.7 68.0 93.5 89.0 45.5 87.
5
o
8.1 r' ^ 64.0 90.5 88.0 41.5 85.0 • 90.0
14 6.8 17.
C
58.5 86.0 83.0 34.0 81.0 84.5
15 5.7 15.0 54.0 82.0 79.5 29.: • 81.0
16 5.C 12.9 51.0 80 .C 77.0 2 ^ 5 7 A
17 4.
-
:o.3 46.0 77.0 74.0 20. C 75.
:
74.5
18 2 ^ 8.3 42.0 73.
C
-71.5 13.
,
•
1. • 1. 39.0 71.0 68.5 10.0 68.0
20 l.C 3-. .
,
67.0 65.0 4.5 64.5 63.0
21 yj « ,. 32. C cc.,- 4.0 C.3 . ^3.5

Table TTo. 3.
Caliloration of Mud Gauges.
Temperature of Room 73.0 F. February 5, 1914,
Ref
.
No,
457
lb. per
sq. in.
709
ft.
130 128 129 60 127 66
1 0.0 45.0 31.0 66.0 65.0 3.0 65.0 71.0
2 19.2 45.0 104.5 123.0 117.0 89.5 113.0 123.0
3 18.2 43.0 1G3.0 121.5 114.5 86.0 111.0 121.0
4 17.2 40.5 98.0 118.0 112.0 82.0 108.6 118.5
5 16.0 38.0 95.0 116.0 109.0 78.0 106.5 116.0
6 15.0 36.0 91.5 114.0 107.0 74.5 104.5 113.5
7 14.2 34.0 88.0 111.0 105.0 70.5 102.5 111.0
8 13.2 31.5 86.0 108.0 103.0 67.5 100.0 109.0
9 12.0 29.0 80.0 105.0 99.0 62.0 97.0 105.0
10 11.0 27.0 76.6- 102.0 97.0 57.0 94.0 102.0
11 10.0 25.0 73.0 98.5 93.5 52.5 92.0 99.5
12 9.1 22.5 68.5 95.5 91.0 48.0 89.0 96.0
13 7.8 19.5 63.0 91.5 87.5 42.0 85.6 92.0
14 7.1 17.5 60.0 89.0 85.0 38.5 83.5 89.5
15 6.1 16.0 56.0 86.6 82.0 34.0 81.0 87.0
16 5.0 12.5 50.5 82.5 78.5 28.0 77.5 82.5
17 4.0 10.5 46.5 79.0 75.5 23.5 74,5 79.0
18 2.9 8.0 42.0 75.0 73.0 17.0 71.5 75.0
19 2.2 6.0 39.0 73.0 72.0 12.0 69.0 72.5
20
. 1.1 34.0 69.0 69.0 7.0 66.0 68.0
21 0.5 33.0 68.5 68.5 6.0 65.6 68.0
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Table No. 4.
Calibration of M
Temperature of Room 75,0
Ref. 457 709 130 128
No. lb. per
sq. in.
ft.
1 0.0 0.0 30.0 69.0
2 18.2 43.0 101.0 121.5
3 16.4 38.5 95.0 117.5
4 16.0 35.0 90.5 114.5
5 13.5 32.0 85.0 109.5
6 11.8 27.8 78.5 105.5
7 10.8 26.0 74.5 102.0
8 9.6 23.0 70.0 98.0
Q R A c\j . o oo . u Q K n
10 7.2- 17.5 60.5 91.5
11 5.3 13.5 52.0 85.0
12 4.4 10.5 48.0 82.5
13 3.2 8.0 43.0 78.5
14 2.2 39.5 75.0
15 1.0 34.5 71.5
Gauges.
February 6, 1914.
129 127 56 60
65.0 64.5 65.5 6.0
114.0 111.0 120.5 89.0
109.5 107.0 117.0 82.5
106.5 104.5 113.5 78.0
102.5 100.5 110.0 71.5
98.0 96.5 104.5 64.0
95.0 94.0 101.5 59.5
92.0 90.5 97.5 54.0
88.5 87.5 94.5 49.5
85.0 84.5 90.5 44.0
79.5 79.0 83.5 36.0
76.0 76.5 81.0 32.5
73.0 73.0 76.0 27.5
71.0 70.5 72.5 2; .0
69.0 67,5 69.5 14.0

Table No. 5.
Calibrations of Mud Gauges.
Temperature of Room --64.5 F. February 7, 1914.
Ref.
No.
457
lb. per
sq. in.
709
ft.
130 128 129 127 56 60
1 0.0 0.0 26.5 66.5 40.5 64.0 64.5 16.0
2 20.0 47.0 104.0 127.0 105.5 116.0 126.0 92.5
3 18.0 42.0 97.0 1?32.0 100.5 111.5 122.0 87.0
4 15.8 37.0 89.0 117.5 93.5 106.5 117.0 73.0
5 13.9 33.0 82.0 112.5 88.5 102.5 111.5 72.0
6 11.4 27.0 72.0 104.5 80.0 96.0 104.5 60.0
7 9.4 23.0 64.0 99.5 73,5 91.0 99.5 51.5
8 8.2 20.0 58.5 95.0 70.5 87.0 95.0 46.5
9 6.8 16.0 54.0 90.5 65.5 83.5 90.5 39.5
10 5.2 13.0 47.0 85.0 61.0 79.0 85.0 53.0
11 4.2 10.0 43.0 81.5 55.0 76.5 81.0 28.0
12 3.2 8.0 39.0 77.5 50.5 73.0 76.5 22.5
13 2.1 33.5 74.5 47.5 70.0 74.0 17.5
14 1.2 29.0 72.0 43.0 67.5 69.5 12.0
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Tacle No. 6.
Calibration of Mud Gauges.
Temperature of Room 66.0 P. February 7, 1914.
709 130 128 129 127 56Ref. 457 60
No.
1
lb. per
sq. im.
e.o
ft.
0.0 30.0 62. 5 oo • u Oft . tJ 7.0
2 20.0 47.0 106.0 127.0 T T Q n±±y • u tip; d J- t/ O . 94 .0
3 18.2 42.5 101.0 TOT r\123.0 J-X^ . o TIT n 1 ?? 88.0
4 16.0 37.
5
94.0 117 . o ±uy . u xw » . u X X vJ . o 80.0
5 14.0 33.0 87.0 112.5 1 r\/\ K XUc.U "111 RXXX . tj 74
6 11.9 28.0 80.0 107.0 yy . u Q "7 Ry ^ . o IDAXvy D . 67
7 9.7 23.0 70.5 T r\r\ r\100 .0 y 4.U y X . u QQ n RQ
8 8.0 19.0 63.5 96.0 88.0 87.0 94.6 49.0
9 6.4 16.0 56.5 90.0 83.0 82.0 88.5 43.0
10 4.9 11.5 51.0 85.0 78.5 78.0 83.0 35.0
11 3.9 9.0 46.0 80.0 74.5 74.5 78.5 32.0
12 2.6 6.2 41.0 72.0 71.5 75.0 26.0
13 2.2 39.5 76.0 71.0 70.5 73.5- 24.0
14 1.1 34.5 73.0 69.0 67.5 71.0 20.0

Table No. 7.
Calibration of Mud Gauges.
Temperature of Room 73.0 F. February 6,, 1914.
Ref. 457 709 130 128 129 60 127 56
Wo.
1
lb. per
sq. in.
19.2
ft.
25.5 104.0 123.0 116.0 90.0 113.0 123.0
2 17.3 41.0 98.0 119.0 114.0 86.0 111.0 121.0
3 15.4 36.5 92.0 114.0 111.0 83.0 109.0 119.0
4 13.5 32.0 85.0 109.0 107.0 76.0 105.0 114.0
5 11.5 27.5 76.0 102.0 102.0 69.0 100.0 109.0
6 9.4 23.0 68.0 97.0 96.0 60.0 95.0 103.0
7 7.9 19.0 62.0 92.0 91.0 50.0 89.0 97.0
Qo "7 1f . X J. 1 . u R9 .0 86.0 43.0 85.0 93.0
9 6.0 15.0 54.0 86.0 84.0 39.0 83.0 89.0
10 5.0 12.0 49.0 81.0 81.0 34.0 80.0 86.0
11 4.0 10.0 45.0 79.0 77.0 28.0 77.0 81.0
12 3.0 . 8.0 42.0 76.0 75.0 £3.0 74.0 78.0
13 2.2 38.0 74.0 72.0 18.0 71.0 76.0
14 1.2 33.0 71.0 71.0 14.0 69.0 72.0
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stand pipe. Plate V shows the cali"bration apparatus complete.
Pet cocks on the calilDration casting insured the reino'7al of all
air from this cylinder and especial care was taken to secure water-
tight joints in all the connections. After the gauges had "been
tested to see if they would stand up under pressure for twenty-
four hours, several cali"brat ions were made. The Bourdon gauge was
the standard gauge for all calibrations and was quite sensitive
to small changes of pressure. It was in turn carefully calibrated
"by means of a Cros"by Gauge Tester "by which known pressures in pounds
per square inch were applied. A nearly constant correction v;as
found for all readings of the Bourdon gauge ( see Ta"ble I, page 14 \
The corrected readings of the latter were plotted as ordinates
against the readings of the mud gauges as a"bscissae in making the
cali"bration curves, (see Ta"bles 2 to 7 incl. .Pages 15 to 20 incl.)-
Several cali"brat ions were made early in the winter, while the last
six were made just "before the gauges were used in the column tests.
It was noticea"ble that the later calibrations gave considerably
lower pressures than the earlier ones, partly due to the change in
flexibility of the gauge diaphragms under continued use, and partly
due to the change in the temperature of the air of the calibration
room. The only temperature factor considered was that of the air
in the rooms where the tests wore made. The temperature of the water
used in calibrating the gauges and that of the concrete used for
the tests were very nearly the same. However, the effect of the
temperature of the material in contact with the diaphragms was
practically negligible ,because of the very low coefficient of
thermal conductivity of the grease which covered the diaphragms.

-E7 1).-
HencQ in drawing the cali^bration curves the calibrations which
were made on the days of the column tests were given the more weight
Cali'bration curves were not drawn for pressures alDOve 12 pounds
per square inch, since none of the pressures from the tests ran
ahove this amount. The cali'bration apparatus, with the gauges in
place, is shown in Fig. 4. The pipe at the right of the picture
leads to the stand pipe.
2. Column Tests .
-
(a) Mixing .- Six column tests v/ere made on February 5,6,
and 7, 1914, on the twelve and twenty inch square column forms.
The tests on the sixteen and twenty- four inch square columns v;ere
not made at this time. The concrete was mixed in a one-third cuhio
yard, motor-driven batch mixer shown in Fig. 4. For the first
four columns the concrete was mixed in tv/o "batches, the first being
dumped on the floor until the second was mixed. The amounts of all
materials used are given in tables 15 to 21. The material was
taken in wheel barrows from the mixing floor, up an inclined run-
way, to a height of about five feet above the floor. The bucket
was then raised by the use of the crane and moved into position
directly over the funnel.







(b)- Fourlng* The columns were poured very rapidly, the
time varying from three to nine minutes, giving a rate of from
one and one-third to four cubic feet per minute. In performing
the tests, five men read gauges, one kept time and read heights
of concrete, and two did the pouring. Simultaneous readings
were
taken at fifteen second intervals determined by the use of a
whis-
tle signal. After the pouring was completed, readings were con-
tinued at longer intervals for about an hour, for the purpose
of
noting the effect of the hardening of the concrete on the
pressure
exerted.
3, Tests of Materials. -
(a) cement .- The cement used, Universal Portland, was
of
the standard quality employed for general construction
purposes.
The proportioning of this cement was done entirely by the
weight
method.
A fineness test was made of this cement, and it
conformed
to the standard specifications of the American Society of
Testing
Materials. Data for this test is given on Page_3£_.
A plasticity test giving 22.5 percent of water was
also
made; see data on pa^e 55 . Two neat cement pats were quite
firm
and solid after a period of twenty-eight days in
water.
Six neat cement and six 1:3 cement mortar briquettes
were
made and tested in order to obtain the tensile strength
of the
cement. Standard briquette forms were used. Results
and curves
of these tests are given on pagej^^, and Plate XII. respectively.
As far as these tests showed, the cement conformed
in
every respect to the standard specifications previously
mentioned.

Table No. 8.
Fineness Test of Universal Portland Cefnent.
Ivlarch 28, 1914.
Amount of Cement Used 1000.0 units.
Amount left on £00 -r.ftph sieve ...7.5 nnltP.
Amount loft on 100 ieve 4o.u vi^ixoo.
Checked weight-- 997.0 units.
ex iiue.it . Standard.
Amount retained on 200 mesh £2.75^ Zb.OCfo
•r-^int ret^.TH^r! on 100 mesh 4.60:1

Ta'^le No. 9.
lasticity of Jai vuriDc^j. t.
50'0 grams of Cement Jsca,
No of Test.
1
3
4
jJj.L.MJi.»
Araoimt of 'Vater.
23.0
22. 5
Amount of "ater.
prams
.
115.0
112.5
115.0
112.5
enetration,
mm.
9.0
11.0
9.5
:emperature of Air 22.2 C.
. >, .<.re of '"a^r r.8 c.

Table No. 10.
Strength of IJeat Mortar and 1-3 Cement Ivlortar Briquettes.
Universal Portland Cement Used.
7 Day Test. April 4, 1914.
Data.
leference :.(-.ucu. 1-3 Ce.ueut liloxiur,
"'eight. Strength. ""eight. Strength,
grams lb per sq in grams lb in
1 146.7 610.0 155.0 360.0
£ 144,4 rrr.,- 155.8 =
id8 Day Test, April 25, 1914.
1 1^:.^- 670.0 151.6 450.0
2 7 '^ / 1. '"" ^AO .0
3 141.0 . ISo.C 47C.0
"ote: i'ercent water Uoca in Neat Co..v^/.t Briq^i^ . .
rorcent water used in 1-3 Cement Briquettes



Table No. 11.
Test of Sand.
April ^8, 1914.
DATA.
No. of sieve. grams retained. percent retained
5 112.7 11.27
8 127.7 12.77
10 65.5 6.54
16 198.5 19.85
20 43.7 4.37
30 136.2 13.62
40 154.7 15.47
60 98.5 9.85
74 18.2 1.82
100 16.2 1.62
150 5.8 0.58
200 1.9 0.19
Material in suspension 12.5 1.25
Pan
_
5.0 0.50
998.0 99.80

Table No. 12.
Test of Stone.
April E8, 1914.
Total weight of stone used 2500.0 grams
Retained on 1" sieve 98.1 grams 3.92^
Retained on i". sieve 1271.3 grams 50.80^
Retained on i" sieve 1035.5 grams 41.40^
On pan 89 .1 grams 3.9 6^
Checked weight 2494.0 grams

Table No. 13.
Data for Sieve Analysis Curves.
Sand.
No. of Dia. of Amouiit Amount Total sand pass
sieve retained. coarser of given
sieve. openings. grams than diameter.
inches given dia.
grams grams percent
e.20 0.0 0.0 1000.0 100.0
5 0.160 112.7 112.7 887.3 88.7
8 0.093 127.7 240.4 759.6 76.0
10 0.073 65.5 305.9 694.1 69.4
IE 0.042 198.5 504.4 495.6 49.6
20 0.034 43.7 548.1 451.9 45.2
30 0.022 136.3 684.3 315.7 31.6
40 z 0.015 154.7 839.0 161.0 16.1
dU u • uu yu 62.5 6.2
74 0.0078 18.2 955.7 44.3 4.4
100 0.0045 16.2 971.9 28.1 2.8
150 0.0033 5.8 977.7 22.3 2.3
200 0.0027 1.9 979.6 20.4 2.0
Suspension 12.5 992.1 7.9 0.8
X an D • U 2.8 0.3
Stone
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2500.0 100.0
1 1.0 98.1 98.1 2401.9 96.1
5 .5.0 1271.3 1369.4 1130.6 45.2
25 25.0 1035.5 2404.9 95.1 38.0
Pan 89.1 2494.0 6.0 2.4
1
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Table T^o. 14.
Test of 6" Concrete Cubes.
March 6, 1914.
luran
0,
Cube
No.
Ultimate
Strength
lb.
Unit
Strength
lb. per
sq. in.
T-'eight
±D .
Remarks
39250.0 1090.0
A
•i 2 39890.0 1110.0
A 39180.0
March 7,
1090.0
1914.
5 1 45630.0 1296.0 18.50
5 2 44740.0 1243.0 18.75 Cubes v/ere
5 3 33550.0 932.0 18.70 weighed after
6 1 37650.0 1046.0 18.25 plastering.
6 £ 41670.0 1159.0 18.25
6 3 39720.0 1103.0 18.20
^11
ii
(b) Sand and SLone.- The suspension test made of the sand
indicated that it was quite clean; as only 12.5 out of 1000 grams
ware washed out. A sieve test was made using sieves from a 5 to
800 Lie she s per inch, and from the data obtained by this test, a
sieve-analysis curve was drawn; see Plate XIII.
Practically the same kind of tests was made on the crushed
stone that was used, and a sieve analysis curve is also given on
Plate XUr. These curve :3 £how that a greater percentage of sand
would have made a denser mixture.
(c) Test of Six- Inch Concrete Cubes.- Three six-inch con-
crete cubes were made from the concrete used in each best of the
20 Inch square column. These cubes were tested for crushing
strength, and gave values ranging from 950 to 1300 pounds per
square inch; see page 40 . These values check very closely with
similar tests made at this and other universities.
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.
X, Effect of Impact^-" Since the rate of pouring of the concrete
columns was quite rapid and the material dropped thru a maximum
distance of about thirteen feet, it might be assumed that the im-
pact xvould materially increase the pressure on the gauges. How-
ever a little consideration shows that this effect is not large.
The total pressure due to impact for an interval of time is equal
to the falling ruass multiplied by the change of velocity during
A V
the interval. Expressed mathematically, the pressure P = M ,
dv
.
.
and the instantaneous pressure is equal to M ^ . The maximum rate
of pouring was 48 cubic feet m 5^ minutes or 2^11^ cubic feet
27,8
per second, and the average velocity of material falling was —i-
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TAELL liO.. 15.
COLmm TilST KO. 1.
12 Inch Square Column. Thursday, Feb. 5,1914.
Reading
lo.
Time Head
Interval Reading Io.l5o
Gauge Readings.
110.128 110.129 110,127
sec» Ft.
64.050 0.0 L7.0 65.0 65.0
n 4.4 45.0 75.0 67.0 64.0
11 5.0 54.0 85.0 74. ~i 67.0
11 7.7 54.0 85.0 75. 5 69.0
II 8.5 48.0 81.0 74 . 7 J »U
It 8.5 47.0 81.0 76. 72.
11 9.0 46.5 81. 5 75.0 71.0
11 9.0 45.0 79.0 74.0 70.0
11 10.0 44.0 79.0 75. 5 70.
II
' 10.0 43.0 79.0 75.0 70 .
11 11.0 42.5 77. 5, 72. 5 70 .
It 11.6 41.5 77.5 72.5 69. 5
11 12.0 41.5 76.0 71.5 69.5
11 II 41.5 76.0 71.5 69.0
If (I 40.5 76.0 72. 69.0
11 n 40.5 74. 5 72.0 69.
60 11 59 . 5 74. 5 72.0 68. 5
11 11 59.0 74. 5 72.0 68. 5
It 11 58.0 74.5 72.0 68.0
II 11 58.0 74.5 72.0 68.0
11 II 57.5 74. 5 72.0 66 .
II II 57.0 75.0 70 . 5 68 .
11 II 56.5 75. 70. CO A5o . U
11 11 56.0 75.0 70.5 68.0
n 11 56.0 75.0 70.5 68.0
II 11
»d5 • 5 73.0 70. 5 67.8
11 n 25.0 72.0 70.5 67.8
11 II 55.0 72.0 70.5 67.8
It 11 54. 5 72.0 70.5 67.8
11 II 54.0 72.0 70.5 67.8
n 11 54.0 71.0 70.5 67.8
It « 55.0 71.0 70 . 5 67.8
ti II
«^«^ . w 71.0 70.5 67.8
11 II 11 55.0 71.0 70. 5 67.8
11 II 71.0 70.5 67.8
11 11 55.0 71.0 70. 5 67.7
11 II 55.0 71.0 70.5 67.7
n 11 55.0 71.0 70.5 67.7
1
2
5
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
24
25
26
27
28
29
SO
51
52
54
55
56
57
58
Time of mixing, per Latch-S l/l -minutes.
Time of pouring - 6 minutes.
Total time of test,--- --54 minutes.
Tt'eight of materials, in pounds
Batch Stone Sand
1 480 290
E 485 285
No. 56
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71. 5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
Room temperature 78 deg.F.
965
Cement
141
141
28^
V.'ater
78
90
168
Total
1988

TAEL!^ NO. 16.
COLUI^ir
12 Inch Square Column.
Heading Time Head
Ho. Interval Reading iTo.i:
sec. ft.
1 15 0.0 26. 5
E n 43.0
3 II 45.0
4 II 47.5
5 ti 4.0 52. 5
6 n 57.5
7 tt 60.5
8 n 63. 5
9 TI 8.0 64.5
10 11 67.0
11 II 66.0
IE n 63. 5
12 n 12.0 62.5
14 n 11 61.0
15 n 11 59 . 5
16 n II 58. 5
17 It 11 57.5
18 11 11 56.0
19 n 11 55.0
20 II 11 54.5
El n n 54.0
EE 11 II 54.0
ES 11 11 52. 5
24 n 11 51.5
25 ti 11 51.0
26 11 II 50.5
27 11 11 50.0
28 n n 49 .
5
29 II II 48.5
SO n It 48.0
51 !l 11 47. 5
32 II n 47.5
55 60 11 46.0
34 11 II 44.5
35 11 n 44.0
56 n If 43.0
57 n n 42. 5
58 n n 42.0
39 n tl 41.5
40 II 11 41.0
41 n 11 40.5
42 II n 40.5
43 If 11 40.0
44 11 11 39. 5
45 11 11 59.0
46 n n 58.5
EST ilO. E.
Thursday, FelD. 5,1914.
Gauge Readings
10.128 Eo.129 Ho. 127 Ho. 56
65.0 65.0 64.5
70.0 65.0 64.4
75.0 68.0 64.4
77.0 69.5 64. 5
81.0 72.5 65.8
85.0 76.5 69.5
87.0 78. 5 71. 5
90.0 82.0 75.2
91.0 85. 5 78.2
95.0 85.5 80.0 80.0
95.0 85.5 79.0 80.0
95.0 85. 5 78. 7
95.0 84.5 78.4
91.0 84.0 78.0
91.0 82.0 77.5
89. 5 82.5 77.1 78.5
89.5 82. 5 76.7 78. 5
88.5 81. 5 76.4 78. 5
88.5 81.0 76.1 78.5
88.5 80.5 75.9 77.5
87.0 80.0 75. 5 77.5
87.0 79.5 75.5 77.5
86.0 79.5 75.1 77.5
86.0 79.0 74.9 77.5
85. 5 79.0 74.7 76.0
85.5 78.5 74.6 76.0
85. 5 78.5 74.4 76.0
85. 5 78.5 74. 2 76.0
84.0 78. 5 74. 2 76.0
64.0 78. 5 75.6 76.0
84.0 78.5 75.5 76.0
84.0 78.5 75.5 76.0
82. 5 76.5 72.0 76.0
81.5 75.5 72.5 74.5
81.0 75.0 72.1 74.5
80.0 74.0 71.9 74.5
80.0 74.0 71.5 74.5
78.5 74.0 71.1 72.0
78.5 73.5 70. 5 7^ .3
78.5 72.5 70.5 72-8
78.5 72.0 70.5 72.8
78. 5 75.0 70.5 72.5
78.5 75.0 70.0 72.5
78.5 75.0 69.8 72.5
76.5 72.0 69.8 71.0
76.5 75.0 69.6 71.0

COLUI«IU TEST NO.
Reading Time Head
Ko. Interval Heading iio.i;
sec
.
ft.
47 60 1£.0 38.5
48 11 ti 38.0
49 ti It 38.0
50 It n 38.0
51 M 11 37.5
5E n 11 37.5
53 n n 37.0
54 « 11 36. 5
55 « II 36.0
56 n •I 36.0
57 n 11 36.0
58 n n 35.5
59 II 11 35.5
60 n IT 25.0
61 300 tl 34. 5
62 ti M 34.0
63 11 11 33.0
64 11 II 32.5
65 n 11 32.0
Height of gaagoG from "base 6.0'
Temperature of room- 75 degrees F.
Time of pouring -3 minutes.
Total time of test 61 minutes.
Proportions of concrete 1:2:4.
'nYeight of materials, in pounds
Batch Stone
1 502
2 496
998
2. -Continued.
Gauge Headings
No. 128 110.129 JSo.127 No. 56
76.5 73.0 69.6 71.0
76.5 73.0 69.6 71.0
76.5 73.0 69.6 71.0
76.5 73.0 69.6 71.0
76.5 73.0 69.4 71.0
1 . u '7'', n1 O m \J 1 A. . W
75.0 75.0 69.4 71.0
75.0 73.0 69.0 71.0
75.0 73.0 69.0 71.0
75.0 73.0 69.0 71.0
75.0 73.0 69.0 71.0
75.0 73.0 68.7 71.0
74.0 73.0 68.7 71.0
74.0 72.0 68.7 71.0
74.0 72.0 68.0 70.0
74.0 72.0 67.7 70.0
72.0 71.5 67.7 70.0
72.0 71.5 67.3 70.0
72.0 71.5 67.3 70.0
21.5" 42.5" 67.0" 91.0
Sand Cement Total
294 141 78
295 141 84
589 282 162 2031
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NO. 17.
COLUI.m TEST W, 3.
12 Inch Sqaare Colmnn. Friday , Feb. 6 ,1914.
"P O O D" T T 1^ p n Gauge Readings
No . 56Wo - In'fcGi'va.l Re a.ding JSo.128 No . 130 No. 129 No . 127
c; p r> -O w O • X. u •
1 15 0.0 64.0 26. 64.0 64.0 65.0
?
<<<
IT 68. 5 Pfi 64. 64. 65.0
n 71.0 ?7 nA> 1 . <j fi4 fi4 65.0
't
II 71. 5 n4
11 74.0 64.0 64. 65.0
n 75.3 64 64 65.0
7 " 4.0 77.0 64. 64. 65.0
o
u
H 7S.3 38 . 5 65.5 m4 6^
q 11 79.0 40.0 67.0 64 . 65.0
1
tl 80. :^ 41 .^X • \^ 67.5 64. 65.0
tl 80. 7 42.0 68.5 64.0 65.
n 81. 5 44-0 69 . 64 65.0
13 It Qc,2) 45.0 70.0 64. o •
14 n 83.0 71 .( X • V 64.
4
65.0
11 83. 5 47. 5 71 . 5 65.0
11 83. 5 47. 5 72.0 66. 65.0
17 II 84.0 48.0 73.0 67.0 65.0
ISX \J II 86.0 52.0 75.0 69.0 65.0
19 n 86.0 53. 75. 5 69 . 65.0
£0 " 8.0 86.0 •Jc . ^ 7fi 70.0 65.0
£1 II Co , 76.0 70 . 5 65.0
£2 rt Off f\ 53.0 76. 5 71 .1 X • 67.0
fi 86.0 53.0 76. 5 71 .f X • ^ 68 .
?4 11 86.0 52. 5 76. 5 71. 5 69.0
11 66.0 52 . 5 76. 5 71 . 5 69 .
26 It 85.8 52. 5 76. 5 71. 5 69.0
£7 II 85. 8 52. 5 76. 5 71. 5 69.0
28 II 85.8 52.0 76. 5 71. 5 69.0
29 11 oo. o 52.0 76. 5 71. 5 69.0
30 11 OK Do o . o 52.0 76.5 7i. 5 69.0
n 85. 8 52.0 76. 5 71 . 5 70.0
32 n 85.8 52.0 76.5 71. 5 70.0
33 11 8o. 8 52.0 76.5 71.5 70.0
34 11 85. 8 51.0 75.5 71. 5 70.0
35 11 85.8 51.0 75.5 71.5 70.0
36 . n 85.8 51.0 75.5 71.5 70.0
37 n 51.0 75. 5 71. 5 70.0
38 n 85.8 51.0 75. 5 71.5 70.0
39 " 12.0 85.8 51.0 75.5 71. 5 7: .0
40 II 11 85.8 51.0 75.5 71. 5 71.0
41 II n 84.3 51.0 75. 5 71. 5 71.0
42 n II 84.3 51.0 75.5 71.5 71.0
43 11 11 84.3 51.0 75.5 71.5 70.5
44 11 84.3 51.0 75.0 71.5 70.
45 11 n 84.3 51.0 75.0 71.5 70. 5

C0LU7xI TEST HO. 5. -Continued.
Reading 'i ime iioad (^auge Headings
Ho. Interval Reading Ho.128 IJo.130 ^0.129 £j0.127 Llo, 56
sec
.
ft.
46 15 12.0 84.3 51 . 75.0 72.0 70.5
47 n 11 84.3 51.0 75.0 72.0 70.5
48 11 II 84.3 51.0 75.0 71. 5 70, 5
49 II n 83.0 51.0 74. 5 71.5 70. 5
50 It n 83.0 51 . 74. 5 71. 5 70.5
51 60 It 83.0 51.0 74 . 5 71.5 70.5
52 11 11 83.0 51.0 74. 5 71.5 70.5
53 11 11 81.5 51.0 74.0 71. 5 70. 5
54 11 n 81.5 51.0 74.0 71.5 70.7
55 n II 81.5 51.0 74.0 71.5 70. 7
56 IT n 80. 5 51.0 74.0 71.5 70. 7
57 11 II 80.5 51.0 74.0 71.5 70.7
58 !1 II 80. 5 51.0 74.0 71.5 70.5
11 II 80 5 51 . 75.0 71. 5 70. 5
60 11 11 79.0 51.0 73.0 71.5 70.5
61 300 II . u 40 . o f ± . u
62 11 11 77.0 45.0 72.5 70.5 70.5
63 tj tt 76.5 45.0 72.0 70.5 70.5
64 II n 75.5 43.5 72.0 70.5 70.5
65 II II 74.5 4E.0 72.0 70.0 70.0
66 H 11 74.5 40.0 72.0 70.0 70.0
67 11 II 72.5 39.0 72.0 70.0 70.0
68 11 11 72.5 38.0 70.0 70.0 70.0
Height of gauges from "base- 6.0" 21.5" 42.5" 67.0" 91.0"
Temperature of room- 72 degrees F.
Time of mixing concrete, per batch-3 l/2 minutes.
Total time of mixing concrete 18 minutes.
Time of pouring 9 minutes.
Total tome of olDservations 62 minutes.
Weight of materials, in pounds
Batch Stone Sand Cement .Vater Total
1 492 295 141 83
2 491 l90 141
_J9.Wb 28T 172 2022

Table No. 18.
COLUMU TEST JSfO. 4.
£0 Inch oouare Column. Friday, Feb. 6, 1914.
Reading Time Head Gauge Readings
U . X ^lo. Interval Reading . J. C-O Tin 1 Qlit U . X t-^ •/
sec •
1 15 . £;6 . en r\ A r» nD O . U
2 II U . 8 O ( . o D O . w
'7
\>
It 38 . o "7 i'^ A n
4 w 5.
1
o9 . U 17 o nr <i . U d4. o A R n
5 w 5. 6 39 . o no n oO. u A nD o . u
6 tt 4 • 1 4-L . r A/ • <J A
n
D O . W An
7 rt 4.3 7A D A RO O • w An Q
8 It A A4.4 A "7 n 1 O . *J AA
Q 11 A Q
'iD . w 77 n o .
10 II o. 1 4 J . U 7Q O Do . O AD O . ^
11 II 5. 5 48 . 79 . t) IV . c A nb . u
12 ti 48 . 7T Fif i. . D A A nDO . U
15 11 51 . U 83. U J 3. C 7 Pi
14 11 5. 7 Ol . O 83. U f C . O AG fibo . u
15 It 5.8 51. 5 83.0 75. 5 69.
16 II 5. 9 ol . 5 83.0 / 3. o oy .
17 M 6.4 51. 5 85.0 75. 5 69 .
18 11 6.6 4 9 . .0 85.0 by .
19
ti11 6.8 49. 5 63.0 7o. 59.0
20 II 7.4 49 . o 83.0 7 nr 3 . U AO nby . u
21 H 7.8 49. 5 81. 5 72. 5 59.0
22 11 8.0 48.0 81. 5 72. 5 69 .
It It 48.0 ol . 7ii. o 69.0
24 y\ II 47.5 81 . •7 C by . u
25 II tt 47.0 bi . o CO nby . u
£6 il II 46. 5 81. 5 7£. 69 .
27 tf
II 46. o 80. o 17 O CO c\by . u
£8 11 11 45 . 5 80 . o by • u
29 II II /IK C 80 . o 7 c n AO nby . 'J
ti It /in r>4D . U oU . 7T AO nb y • u
31 tt II /I ?L r\40 . U oU , o 71 . o 5y .
II II 45.0 80 . o 71 . 59.0
33 tl u 40. U . 7T Pi AQ nby . u
34 »1 if 4t O . U rjn ROv . o 7T R( X . O AQ
35 II II 44. 5 80. 5 71 . 5 59 .
26 tf II 44.5 80.5 71. 5 69.0
57 tl 11 44.0 80. 5 71.5 69.0
38 TI n 44.0 80. 5 71.5 69.0
39 II II 44.0 80. 5 71.5 69.0
40 11 11 43. 5 60. 5 71. 5 69.0
41 60 11 45.5 79.0 71.5 69.0
4£ 11 It 45.0 79.0 71. 5 69.0
43 II ti 4£.5 79.0 71. 5 59.0
44 II 11 42.5 79.0 70.5 70.0
45 It It 4£.0 79.0 70.5 70.0
46 !t tl 41. 5 79.0 70 . 5 70.
47 11 tl 41.0 79.0 70.5 70.0
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COLUliE Ti:ST KO. 4. -Continued.
r^cading Time Eead Gauge Readings
ITo
.
Interval Readings no.i5 i^o.l£8 Eo . li^9 Ko.l
sec
.
It
.
48 60 8.0 41.0 79.0 70. 5 70.0
49 II 40.5 79.0 70.5 69.0
30 II ti 40.5 79.0 70. 5 69.0
51 500 11 59. 5 77.5 70.5 69.0
52 II n 59.5 77.5 70. 5 69.0
oS It It 58.5 77.5 70.5 69.0
54 T1 n 58. 5 77.0 70. 5 69.0
55 ft n 58. 5 77.0 70.5 69.0
56 11 It 58. 5 77.0 70.5 69.0
Height of gauges from iDase-- 6.0" LI. 5" 4£.5" 67.0
Temperature of room- 74 degrees F.
Time of mixing ,i3atch 1- 6 5/4 minutes.
Time of mixing .iiatch 5 e/S "inutes.
Total time of mixing 18 l/4 minutes.
Time of filling and hoisting LuGket--50 1/2 rrinulcs.
""ime of pouring eoiumn- 5 l/<^ minutec.
Total time of observations 50 l/4 minutes.
5 six inch cubes v/ere made from Batch l,to be tested after 50 days.
vieight of materials, in pounds--
Batch Stone Sand . Cenent ..at or Total
1 825 51 £ £55 150
2 i^Z 22i ^35 150
1652 1018 47^ 500 5440

Table No. 19.
EO Inch Square Uolumn. Sat urday
,
i' eo. 7
,
"1 T A1914.
i^eading Head Gauge Headings
I'lo . d6So. interval Heading 10.130 i^o.ll.8 :'o.l£9
seo. ft.
1 15 0.0 16.0 64.0 46 .
r y! r".64 . b 54 . D
2 II 16.0 64.0 46.0 64 .
r A64 .
3 It 16.0 64.0 46.0 64 .
5
64. 5
4 11 16.0 64.0 46.0 b4 . 5 54 . o
5
ti 1.7 16.0 64.0 46. 64. 5 64. 5
6
II 16.0 64. 45 . U d4 . O 04 .
7
n 16.0 64. 4o . 64 . o 64 . 5
8 11 16 . 64. 46 . J o4 . 64 . 5
9
II 16 . o4 . 46.0 u4 .
10 n 17.0 64.0 46 . 64 . u4 .
11 n 2.0 18. 5 d4. 46 . 64 . D C A ^54 . o
12 11 2.5 20.0 64. 46.0 04 . 54 . D
13 11 54 . U 45 • U d4 . J A A R0'± " O
14 11 £3.0 b4.0 46. 64. o C A C54 .
15 n 24. 66.0 46.0 64. 5 54 . o
16 11 24. 5 66.0 46. 54 . 54 . O
17 It 3. 5 £6.0 69.0 46.
/• ii r"64. 5 64 . D
18 II 4.7 45 . U 54.0 54 . O
19 It 70 . 45 . U 54. o4 .
20 II S3 .
5
73. 47.0 o4 . 5 64 . D
21 It 35. 5 75.0 49.0 64. 5 64 . 5
22 II 5.0 38. 5 77.0 51. 5 64. 5 64 . 5
23 II 41.0 79.0 53 • o 6o. 64 . 5
24 11 6.0 45.0 81.0 56.0 67.0 64. 5
25 II 7.0 46. 5 85. 5 d9.0 72.0 o4. 5
£6 It 7.5 46.5 87.5 o9. 5 74. 65.5
27 II 7.6 46. 5 b8. 5 59 . ;> 75.5 o / .
28 It 8.3 46. 5 89. 5 60, 5 77.
£9 II 9.0 46.5 90.5 6£.0 78. 5 71. 5
30 II 10.0 46. 5 93.5 6£ . 5 78. 5 72.0
31 11 11.0 44.0 90, o 5<- . o 78 . o / . U
32 II 11.5 42. 5 90. 5 62. 5 78. 5 72.
33 11 12.0 41. 5 90 .
5
62. 5 Ti C\ III78 . no n
34 11 II 40. 90 , 6ii. 78 . 5 f C . U
35 II II 39 . 90 . o 61 . (3 . 5
36 11 If rz Q r\oo . U on K 51 . U 'TP ^f o . o
37 11 n 37.0 89.0 60.5 78. 5 72.0
38 II 11 36.5 39.0 60. 5 78.5 71. 5
39 11 II 36.0 89.0 60. f) 78. 5 71.0
40 II It 35.0 89.0 60.5 78.5 71.0
41 II 11 34.5 39.0 60. 5 78.5 71.0
42 It n 34.0 88.0 60.5 78. 5 71.0
43 It It • tj 88.0 60.5 78. 5 71.0
44 II II 33.0 88.0 60.5 78.5 70. 5
45 11 n 33.0 88.0 60.5 78. 5 70.5
46 60 11 32.0 88.0 60. 5 78.5 70. 5

COLUI^K TEST EO. 5. -Continued
Reading Time Head
EO. Interval Reading Ho . 1
sec
.
ft.
47 60 lE.O Sl.O
48 n 11 ou • D
49 H
n 20. 5
50 tt 11 30.0
51 n II £9.5
5E H (1 £9.0
53 n II 28.5
54 ti ti £8.5
55 300 It 27.5
56 11 II £7.0
57 ii It £7.0
58 5940 II £5. 5
Height from "base of column 6.0
Gauge Headings
0.128 i^O . Oo
86.5 60.5 77. 5 10.
b
86. 5 60 , o I ( ,D /U ,
85.5 60.5 11,
b
70.5
85.5 60. 5 11. 70.0
85. 5 50.5 11. 5 70.0
55. 5 50. 5 11.0 70.0
85. 5 60. 5 11. D 70.0
55. 5 6J. 5 11. 70.0
84.0 57.0 77.0 70.0
84.0 55. 5 75.5 70.0
81.5 55.0 75.5 69. 5
73.0 51. 5 71.0 59. 5
£1.5" 4^.5" 67.0" 91.0"
Reading 58 taken 1 hr. 39 min. after reading 57,
Temperature of room- 63 degrees F.
Time of mixing .Batch 1 -- 5 l/4 rainutos.
^ime of mixing, Latch 2 - 3 i/2 minutes.
Time of mixing ,tsatch 3 -- 5 minutes.
Total time mixing Goncrcte48 l/2 iLinutes.
Time of filling bucket 39 minutes.
Time of hoisting bucket-- 20 minutes.
Time of pouring column--- 9 1/2 minutes.
Total time of observations- 2 hrs. 14 1/2 min.
3 six inch cubes were made, to be tested r.arch 7,1914.
Weight of materials, in pounds
iiatch )tone Sand Cement ..ater Total
1 892 555 £59 168
S 900 550 259 168
3 898^ 555 L_59 168
2690 1660 777 504 5631
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Table No, 20.
COLUill TLST E0.6.
£0 Inch Square Column. Saturday, Fet.7. 1914.
/~\ i~t -1 "Y^ rfuGaCLlIlg Head Gauge Headin
IMO • Interval Reading . 1 «^vJ Eo.128 IIo,1l9 lo. 56 Eo.127
sec. ft.
TX 15 0.0 16 . 65.0 50.0 64. 5 64.0
II 0.4 16 . U 65.0 50.0 64.5 64.0
o
w 0.8 T £L nlo . VJ 65.0 50.0 64. 5 64.0
/I 11 lb . u 65.0 30.0 64. 5 64.
u 1.3 65.0 <^ 5 » o n4 - f)W X • 64.0
D
t1 2.2 V p n 66.0 26.5 65.0 64 .
7 11 S.O <-<*± . 70.3 26, 5 65.5 64.0
oo
tt 2.2 70.0 26.5 65. 5 64.0
q t1 5.6 PQ t> 72.0 26.0 6 o . 5 64.0
10 tt 4.0 72.5 26.0 65. 5 64.0
li tl Ox a O 72.5 26,0 65.5 64.0
12 11 •^P '^ 75.5 27.5 65.5 64.0
It 4.3 o^A n 75.0 28.0 65.5 64.0
14 «l 4.8 . u 78.5 31.0 65. 5 64.0
1 11 6.0 /IT rt 80,5 55.0 67.0 64.0
1 AX o
II 7.0 /IP n 82.0 54.0 69. 5 64.0
1 7 II 8.0 85.0 56. 5 72. 5 64.
±o
11 9.6 45 . U 87.5 59.0 75.0 64. 5
1 QX7 tl 10,0 4 / , 89.5 41.5 77.0 67.0
tt 10.6 47 . o 89. 5 42.0 78 . 70.0
<cx
II 11.0 47. o 91.0 45.0 79.0 71. 5
22 11 12.0 / Q n4o • U 91.5 44.5 80. 5 75.0
II n 48 . 91. 5 44.5 81 . 74. 5
PA tl n 46 . U 91.5 44.5 81. 74.0
P R 11 tl 47.5 91.5 44.5 81.0 74.0
PA II It 47.
U
91.5 44.5 81.0 75. 5
P 7 It It 45 . b 91. 5 44. 5 81.0 75. 5
PO 11 tt 4o. D 91.5 44.5 72. 5
II tt 40 , U 91.5 44. 5 81 . 7'^. 5
II 11 44 . o 91.5 44. 5 fi 1 - 7'^. o
ex
tl It 44 • D 91.5 44.5 81 . 72. 5
•xp 11 n 44 . U 91. 5 44.5 81.0 72. 5
II n 40. D 91. 5 44.5 81.0 72.0
II 11
4«5 . U 91.5 44. 5 81.0 75.0
55 60 It 42.0 89. 6 44. 5 81.0 75.0
IT 11 41.5 39.5 44.5 8C, 5 75.0
kJ f
n n 40.5 89.5 44.5 80. 5 72.0
11 tl 40.0 89.5 44. 5 80. 5 72.0
•
"^Q
«>•/
tl It 39.5 89. 5 44. 5 80. 5 72. 5
40 It Z9.0 89.0 44. 5 80. 5 72. 5
41 It tl 38.0 69.0 44.5 80.5 72.0
4E It 11 38.0 89.0 44.5 80.5 72.0
42 It n 37.5 89.0 44. 5 80 . 5
44 11 H 57.5 89.0 44.5 80.5 72.0
45 tl It 56.4 89.0 44.5 80. 5 72.0

COLUIvUI TEST no. 6. -Continued.
Reading Time Head
i^o. Inter-val Reading So. 130
sec. ft.
46 200 lE.O 55.0
47 11 24.5
48 II S4.5
49 n 24.0
50 11 »>«>.«./
51 II ?S.5
£0.5
Height from "base of column 6.0"
Gauge Headings'
l!lo.lL8 Ho. 129 1^0.56 ITo.22 7
86.5 44. 5 79.0 7L.0
86.5 44.5 79.0 7E.0
86.0 44.5 79.0 7£.0
85.0 38.5 79.0 7i.J0
84.0 38. 5 79.0 7E.0
84.0 38. 5 79.0 7L.0
74.5 19.0 67.5 66 .
5
El. 5" 4E.5" 67.0" 91.0
Reading 5E taken 19 hr. 50 min. after reading 51.
Temperature of room- 63 degrees F.
Time of mixing, Batch 1 4 l/4 minutes.
Time of mixing, Batch 2 4 l/4 minutes.
Time of mixing, Batch 3 4 rdnutes.
Total time of mixing concrete 50 minutes.
Time of filling hucket 33 l/4 minutes.
Time of hoisting hucket 32 l/E minutes.
Time of pouring column 5 l/E minutes.
Total time of o"bser7ations-18 hr.29 minutes.
3 six inch cuIdcs 7;ere m^ade.to he tested larch 7, 1914.
vVeight of materials, in pounds
Batch Stone Sand Cement ..ater Total
1
E
3
914
897
888
^699
553
538
544
1635
^59
259
Mi
777

u. or > &• s. FORM a
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§9 -
feet per second. Hence in one second the total pressure due to
impact is equal to ^,2,2 ®*
pressure
would be distributed over at least a six-inch square surface so
that the maximum possible pressure per square inch, due to this
cause, was about 0.5 lb. This effect varies as' the square root
of
the head, becoming zero at the top. Most of the curves are slight-
ly convex toward the pressure axes which indicates that the
impact
may have had considerable effect. Therefore the pressures due to
the higher heads, where the distance fallen thru was small, are
probably more correct for slower rates of pouring.
2' Effect of the Size of Column - From a comparison of the pres-
sures obtained in tests 1 and 6, it is evident that the size of the
colum.n affects the intensity of the lateral pressure against the
forms. In test 1, a twelve-inch colum.n form was used and the rate
of pouring was two linear feet per minute. The maximum pressure
on the lower gauge, num.ber 1:^0 (see page 58a), was 6.2 pounds per
square inch. Test 6, however, of the 20-inch column was under al-
most the same conditions for it had a rate of pouring of 2.18
linear feet per minute. This larger column gave a maximum pres-
sure\i on the same gaugejof 7.? pounds per square inch, which was
1.1 pounds per square inch higher than that of the 12- inch column,
or an increase of 17.8 percent. The other gai:iges showed a similar
increase. Gauge number 129 had readings of 3.8 and 6.6 pounds per
square inch in the respective columns, and gauge number 127 had
readings of 2.75 and 3.3 pounds per square inch. The louver pres-
sure in the smaller column was undoubtedly due to the arch
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alon of the ^et concrete preventing
the entire head from reaching
lower gauge. The larger column, having
a oroes-eectional area
:ly three times that of the smaller,
did not permit of as much
ac
the
of near
arch action.
3. Relation of Lateral Pressure to H^rdrp^tatic Pressure.
The
consistency of the concrete used was in all cases wet, and
ranged
from 8.7 to 9.8 per cent. Under these conditions the lateral
pres-
sure Wxerted corresponded somewhat closely to fluid pressure.
The
average maximum lateral pressure recorded by the bottom gauge
in
each of the six tests was that due to a liquid weighing 147
pounds
per cubic foot, the range being from 159 to 124 pounds per
cubic
foot. According to the best information available the concrete
weighed about 150 pounds per cubic foot. At the lower heads the
pressures ran above fluid pressure, due to the effect of impact.
Test 2, which was poured at the rate of 4 linear feet per minute,
gave'^essures for 1-ft.heads which would be caused by a liquid averag
ing 215 pounds per cubic foot.
4. Heads giving T/aximum Pressures. The lateral pressure of
gauge 130 increased up to a head of 9.0 feet in test 2, where the
rate of pouring was the highest, viz., 4 linear feet per minute.
The other tests gave maximum lateral pressures on all the gauges
at lower heads. In test 4 this effective head on gauge 130 was
as
low as 5.2 feet when the rate of pouring was 1.5 linear feet
per
minute, and the average effective head of all tests for this
gauge
was 6.8 feet. These results are cited for gauge 130. the
bottom
gauge, because the heads were higher and the readings were more
con
sistent on this gauge. The other gauges gave results of a
similar
character as may be seen by reference to figures XIV to XIX.
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At the heads giving maximum lateral pressures, the cohesion in the
concrete and its adhesion to the forms overcame the effect of the
steadily increasing head, and the arch action supported the super-
inposed head.
5. Decrease of Pressure ., In each test the pressure increased
up to a certain maxim\Am point. In most cases this pressure remain-
ed constant for an appreciable time and then gradually decreased.
JTote especially the curves on pages 53, 55. and 57. Readings were
taken after the pouring was completed in order to determine the
amount of decrease in pressure due to a gradual compacting and slight
initial setting of the concrete. Values showed a decrease in pres-
sure down to an average of about 2 pounds per square inch, or the
corresponding pressure of a liquid weighing 25 pounds per cubic foot.
In two instances, tests 5 and 6, the concrete was allowed to set
thoroughly in the column forms, when the pressures lowered to aver-
ages of 1.9 and 0.6 pounds per square inch, respectively.
V. SUiatARY.
We may state in conclusion that:
(1) The lateral pressure increases with the effect of impact, which
varies as the rate of pouring.
(2) The lateral pressure increases with the cross-sectional area of
the col\:imn.
(S) The lateral pressure in general corresponds to hydrostatic pres-
sure for wet concrete.
(4) The lateral pressure is a maximum at heads ranging up to 9 feet,
depending on the rate of pouring and cross-sectional area of the
column.
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(5) The lateral pressure gradually decreases after a maximum value
has "been reached.
The above conclusions should be considered solely within the
limits of these tests.



